
CSI 11 Day 8 In-class Activity

Name: _____________________________________________________

1.  Type the following commands in Python Shell and show the output in the field below:

>>> a = "What a wonderful day today!"
>>> b = "Hello,"
>>> c = "David!"
>>> d = "Mary!"
>>> e = "Tom!"

followed by: show the output here:

>>> print(b,c)
>>> print(b,d)
>>> print(b,e)
>>> print(a)

2.      Type the following commands in Python Shell and answet the questions.

>>> a = "alphabet:"
>>> alphabet = "abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz"

>>> print(alphabet[13], alphabet[8], alphabet[6],alphabet[7],alphabet[19])

>>> print(a,alphabet)
>>> print(a+alphabet)

What is the difference in the results of the 
two print statements above?

>>> print(a[:5])

What does the print statement generate? 

3.  Assume we have three string variables:
a = "pony"
b = "balance"
c = "car"

Write the command in Python to display the word "balcony", using only these three variables.



4.  Type the following commands in Python Shell and answer the questions.

>>> n = ['Tom', 'David', 'Jane']
>>> a = [19, 27, 34]
>>> p = [“716-763-4534”, “938-647-2351”, “817-982-3424”]

>>> r = [n[1], a[2], p[0]]
>>> print(r)

What will the following piece of code produce? 

What do you think variable/identifier r represents? (choose one of the answers below)
(a) just a  person’s name
(b) a record: person’s name, person’s age and person’s SSN
(c) just a  person’s name and age
(d) a movie

5.  Assume we have two lists:    a = [1,2,3,4] and b = ['a','b','c']

Answer the following questions (assume you are working with Python Shell)
(a) How to display the last element of the list a?

(b) How to remove the last element from the list b?

(c) The function call len(a) returns the length of the list a.
Write the command to display the sum of the lengths of lists a and b (using len() and print() and +).

(d) What will happen if you type the following statement:
a+b ?

(e) How can we “save” the result of (a+b) so that we could use it sometime later in a program?



6. Consider two sets below and answer the questions:

set1 = {1,2,3,4,5} 
set2 = {1,11,2,22,33,44,55}

(a) Write a Python command to add all the elements from set1 to set2

(b) Write a Python command to remove value 44 from the set2   

7.  Type the following commands in Python Shell and answer the questions

>>> a = ['a','l','p','h','a','b','e','t']   
>>> b = set(a)
>>> print(b) 

What is the output of the print statement?

What is the type of the identifier/variable a?

What is the type of the identifier/variable b?

8. Consider a list myList = [1,2,2,3,3,3,4,4,4,4,5,5,5,5,5,6,6,6,6,6,6]  
what can I do to remove all the duplicates from it?



9. Consider the following dictionary definition:

myD = {
  "Jane":89,
  "Ken":90,
  "Zoe":78,
  "Sarah":67
}

(a) what does the following statement do?

myD["Phil"]=99

(b) what does the following statement do?

print("Zoe is %d" % myD["Zoe"])

(c) what does the following assignment do?

result = myD["Jane"]+myD["Zoe"] + myD["Sarah"]

(d) what does the following statement do?

print("the result is %d" % result)

(e) what does the following statement do?

del myD["Ken"]

(f) what does the following statement “tries to” do? Why did it generate an error?
print("Ken's information: %d" % myD["Ken"])



10. We discussed that for a dictionary, the keys should be of immutable type, and values can be of any type. 
Consider the following dictionary:

myD2 = {
  "J82762": [89,”Jane”, “jane@mymail.com”, “726-475-3547”],
  "K93763": [90, “Kevin”, “kevin@mymail.com”, “817-725-7462”]
  "Z9274": [78, “Zahary”, “zahary@notmymail.com”, “817-264-5464”],
  "S6152": [67, “sam”, “sam@whoknowsmymail.com”, “763-183-7465”]
}

For each ID (like "J82762") in the dictionary we have a record of 
[age,first name, e-mail address, phone number].

(1) If I want to access the e-mail address of Jane, I will do myD2["J82762"][2].
Why is that?

(2) How can I access the age of Sam?

(3) How can I get the phone-number of Zahary?

(4) What will happen if I do myD2["P5762"][2] ?
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